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Large global events provide a catalyst for new
sets of needs, attitudes and behaviours

1914 – WW1

1980s-Present – HIV/AIDS crisis

2008 – Great Recession

Using their contribution to the
war effort, women gradually
achieved suffrage across Europe
and North America.

After governments failed to protect people
from AIDS, widespread protests led to the
creation of public health programmes and
critical medical advances.

Disillusionment with ‘the system’
spawned the Occupy movement – while
Silicon Valley’s gig economy formed a
new class of precarious workers.

Suffrage

Public Health Programmes

Precarious Workers

1929 – Great Depression

1945 – The Holocaust

2001 – War on Terror

Economic devastation drove
the rise of political extremism
in Europe and creation of
social welfare in the US.

The aftermath of WW2 spurred
the creation of international
peacekeeping organisations and
the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.

Governments used terrorism to
justify an invasion of individual
privacy, which was quickly
accepted as a new norm.

Social Welfare
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Human Rights

Surveillance

2020 – COVID-19

How will the pandemic
change our relationship to
the world around us?

Source: Canvas 8

Emotionally, they follow a ‘pattern
of acceptance’ similar to that of
grief
The effects of COVID-19 are being felt across the world in waves. The epicentre has moved
from China to Western Europe, and on towards the US where the number of confirmed
cases continues to escalate. Historically, responses to pandemics have followed a pattern –
from initial denial to panic and anxiety, to a period of adjustment and, finally, the
establishment of a new normal.

We are here

Crisis

Stage 1
DENIAL
Source: Canvas 8
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Stage 2
ANXIETY

Stage 3
ADJUSTMENT

Post-crisis

Stage 4
REEVALUATE

Stage 5
NEW NORMAL

STAGE 1
DENIAL: Failure to comprehend what’s coming
A fast pace of development can lead to uncertainty: Governments have scrambled for
the right advice and approach, meaning that advice across continents has at times
been conflicting. This manifests itself in differing public responses.
In the case of COVID-19, initial media stories played up fears and exaggerated
consequences – this has the effect of worrying people, or conversely, encouraging
people to keep denying what they see. Proliferation of both Social and Dark Social
helps spread rumours and stories, accentuating the amount of information – both real
and false – in circulation.
If the first signs are geographically distant, there is an initial tendency to either
downplay or panic about the pandemic – dependent on an individual’s disposition.
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The Fear Contagion
Like all animals, humans are hardwired
to respond to environmental threats with
fight or flight impulses. As Dr Jacek
Debiec describes, the same defence
responses can be triggered by witnessing
another person expressing fear, which
explains mass panic attacks at concerts
and sporting events and the rapidity with
which fear-based stories around
coronavirus are shared.

Needs and Behaviours
Whilst demand for hand sanitizer seems
obvious, the ‘fear contagion’ also explains the
inexplicable demand for toilet roll – as people
see the fear and haste of others, they are
behaviourally hot-wired to follow suit.
The needs for the nation at this point were for
clarity of direction, authoritative information
and communication – which manifested itself
in the hunger for and sharing of information
across Social platforms.
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STAGE 2

ANXIETY: Realisation of what’s coming
As more cases of infection are tracked and the epidemic’s scale begins to be recognised,
collective anxiety will build – as will the pressure on governments and institutions to act
with authority.
Misinformation will continue to thrive in an uncertain environment and the ways that
people see their role in the crisis will vary greatly, creating social tension as individuals
clash over what constitutes an appropriate response.
People will look to brands and businesses they trust or are familiar with to fight the
contagion alongside them and provide communications that provide a sense of security.
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Anxiety prompts personal or
institutional intervention ahead of
government advice
Almost 50% of the UK think the govt acted too late with
stricter restrictions.
Following unprecedented panic buying 150 MPs wrote to
the govt to impose strict regulations.
As a result, Sainsbury’s launched a regular shopping hour
for NHS staff, elderly and vulnerable customers in addition
to Morrisons taking on 500 charity shop workers to help
vulnerable shoppers and Iceland limiting their online
orders to people who are more vulnerable.
The Guardian reports there was £1bn worth of food in
people’s houses that had not yet been used.
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Needs and
Behaviours
Coronavirus has weighed heavily on
people’s minds and for many is
omnipresent each and every day,
being one of the first things
someone searches for when waking
in the morning, and one of the last
things before going to bed.
Aside from the hunger for
information on such a fastdeveloping crisis, many are also
thinking practically as to how they
can prepare for the uncertainty
ahead, seeking to understand more
about what certain distinctions
means for them and how they can
think ahead to prepare for it.
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STAGE 3
ADJUSTMENT: Coping with consequences
Everyday habits are adjusting to the restrictions put in place. In the case of COVID19, many people will grow accustomed to life indoors and maintaining relationships
virtually.
But society as a whole will be strained – government restrictions will likely impact
people unevenly and deepen social tensions, while the pandemic’s economic
consequences will begin to be felt.
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Experiments in Isolation

In 2013, NASA asked a group of astronauts to live in a remote
location to understand the psychological effects of voluntary longterm isolation. Under these conditions, they found that the ‘micro’ was
amplified.
Small pleasures – such as the smell of fresh-cut grass, taking a bath,
or exercising – and social bonds became crucial to daily life.
Meanwhile, remembering one’s purpose and engaging in creative
activities helped counteract the inevitable boredom and frustration.
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Needs and Behaviours
The behavioural shifts taking place and the
subsequent needs under lockdown are many and will vary by audience. For most, we can
begin to understand needs based on how an
individual is impacted in different areas of their
life: Financially, their immediate Home
environment, time they have available outside of
commitments, and their social or family setting.
Beyond well-documented increase in home
workouts and the need to adapt to homeworking for some, people are looking at ways in
which they can take advantage of the time spent
at home to accomplish something of value:
Learning a new skill, educating themselves in
some way, spending more time with the family.
For some who are struggling to adjust, they’re
looking out for approaches to help them cope
with the situation more effectively. Many are
already beginning to take stock and think
positively about how this could be a catalyst for
positive change in the future.

At the end of this document we provide a
framework to help you ‘walk in the shoes of your
customer’ and begin to understand what their
needs could be.
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STAGE 4

RE-EVALUATE: Reflective, but likely to be buoyant
China is currently oscillating between normality and restriction.
The situation there has not been a cure or an immunity, so society
has to strike a balance by fluctuating and testing the waters.
As people consider how they have adapted to and weathered the
crisis, they’ll rethink life moving forward.

But a shift in perspective might not always result in lasting
behavioural change.
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New perspectives
“Epidemics put pressure on the societies they strike. This
strain makes visible latent structures that might not
otherwise be evident. As a result, epidemics provide a
sampling device for social analysis. They reveal what
really matters to a population and whom they truly value”
– Dr David S. Jones. Professor of the Culture of Medicine
at Harvard University

Needs and behaviours
People want to recover, reflect and process events that have
unfolded. They will be seeking messages of hope and
regeneration.

In China, 82% of people say they’ll go back to eating out once
the outbreak subsides, while 77% say they’ll return to out-ofhome leisure.
Most economic views suggest that the CV-19 recession is likely to
be deeper than those previously experiences, but that the
bounce-back and pace of recovery is likely to be swifter in the
face of rampant, unchained productivity.
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STAGE 5

THE NEW NORMAL: Displaying a new set of habits

According to a study published in the British Journal of
General Practice, lasting habits take an average of 66 days to
form. After this window, their imprint is likely to remain,
even if the initial driver fades.
The duration and intensity of the COVID-19 pandemic will
determine which new ways of living will stick – whether
people will prefer to work remotely, over-tip their delivery
drivers in appreciation, or keep up those at-home workouts
once the lockdown is lifted.
People will assimilate to new behaviours formed during the
pandemic and reconcile with old behaviours for the new
normal.
It’s highly likely that beyond the crisis there will be a
renewed focus on health and hygiene, community action and
self-sufficiency.

Citizens will have seen what our government and businesses
are capable of, they will set new expectations of the future.
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China’s Slow Recovery

Three months on from the first reported

case in Wuhan, China is on the down
curve of its pandemic response. As The
Guardian reports, health checks are a new
daily inconvenience, everyone dons facemasks in the morning, and sparsely-

attended nightclubs are still livestreaming
sets. Because the full effects of the
economic slowdown are yet to be felt, the
predominantly reported emotion is relief
as people bounce back from living in fear.
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Helping you identify your customer needs
during the CV-19 crisis
For each phase of the crisis, by answering the questions below you
can begin to map out your customers needs and identify ways in
which your business can assist them.

How are they impacted
right now?

How will this impact their needs as the crisis progresses?

Which habits will
stick?

Phase

Anxiety

Adjustment

Re-evaluation

New normal

Macro-theme

Clarity
Security

Support
Entertainment

Reflection
Recovery

New habits

Financial security

How financially secure
are your audience?

What is your audience
concerned about?

What is your audience
concerned about?

What is your audience
concerned about?

What habits will be
formed during the
crisis?

Home environment

How comfortable is
their home? Do they
have access to outside
space?

What do they need to
do?

What do they need to
do?

What do they need to
do?

What habits could be
prolonged?

Time available

Are they still obliged to
work? To what extent?

What do they need to
buy?

What do they need to
buy?

What do they need to
buy?

What habits could
stick?

Social-setting

Who do they live with?

How could your brand
play a role?

How could your brand
play a role?

How could your brand
play a role?

In what way could
your brand adapt to
these new habits?
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